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disease which is believed to exist amongst coal miners but
which, not coming within the accepted definition of silicosis,
does not qualify for compensation."' This M.R.C. report in
1942 referred exclusively to miners in South Wales, because
the majority of cases came from the anthracite mines there.
The radiological differences between classical silicosis and the
coal miner's disease were established. The pathology, based
on 42 necropsies, suggested that the disease was a mixed
pneumoconiosis and that silica was always present even in the
type described radiologically as the "dust-reticulation" type,
which had not previously been described. It was also noted that
all cases showed some evidence of emphysema and that the
dust reticulation, by its tendency to "reduce, disorganize and
render ineffective the elastic fibres of the lung," might con-
tribute to the development of the emphysema. There was
no mention of chronic bronchitis.

But pathologists in Cardiff were still not satisfied with their
understanding of the miner's disease. A. G. Heppleston2
concluded in 1947 that the primary lesion was the localization
of coal dust in the lymphoid tissue at the divisions of the
respiratory bronchioles, which, with little fibrosis, was
associated with emphysema affecting the adjacent vesicles.
He later attributed the dyspnoea to an increase in the dead
space of the dilated respiratory bronchioles.3 Meanwhile in
1949 J. Gough and J. E. Wentworth introduced their whole-
lung paper section technique,4 which led to a clearer definition
of the main types of emphysema5-focal in miners, centri-
lobular and panlobular in the general population. Paper
sections have since been used in epidemiological approaches
to the emphysema problem, but the quantitation of the extent
and severity of emphysema in these samples of an infinitely
variable organ has proved difficult. Attempts to measure the
"internal surface area" of the lung using geological principles
may be more successful.6 A different approach is offered by
the finding that the enzyme a,-antitrypsin is lacking in the
blood of patients with familial emphysema.7 Unfortunately
the structural findings, available only after the patient has
died, do not correlate well with the functional respiratory
measurements in life. Indeed Lynne Reid has doubted whether
centriacinar (centrilobular) emphysema, the type which coal
miner's focal emphysema most resembles, has any functional
importance.8 She and G. Simon have also shown that only
the more severe degrees of emphysema are radiologically
detectable.9 10

Chronic bronchitis also appears to be more prevalent in
coal miners than in the general population,1' though another
M.R.C. report in 1966 said that "intensity of dust exposure
does not appear to be a very significant factor in determining
the prevalence of bronchitis in coal miners."12 Chronic
bronchitis can at least be defined clinically in terms of sputum
production, and hyperplasia of the bronchial mucous glands
is its morphological counterpart. Functionally both chronic
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bronchitis and emphysema are associated with reduction in
the one-second forced expiratory volume, and either or both
may produce the functional state of "irreversible (by bron-
chodilators) airways obstruction," to which obstruction of
small airways (2-3 mm.) probably makes a substantial con-
tribution.13 Some progress in disentangling chronic bronchitis
and emphysema from each other in life may come from the
recognition that pure forms exist-the pure chronic bronchitic
having been christened by A. C. Dornhorst the "blue bloater,"
the patient with pure emphysema the "pink puffer." This
distinction draws attention also to the variable effects of
irreversible airways obstruction on the cardiovascular system.

Fortunately the miner has not been completely forgotten
in all this. Regulations under the National Insurance Acts
ensure that, if he is judged by the Pneumoconiosis Medical
Panel to have at least 50% disability due to pneumoconiosis,
any disability due to chronic bronchitis or emphysema may
be taken into account. Of course this is no help to those who
have less than 50% disability from pneumoconiosis. Perhaps
attention to the patients with the "pure" diseases and those
subjected to single aetiological factors, though few in number,
may give some further lead to the problem of dividing one
man's respiratory disability equitably between the diseases
contributing to it.

Prophylactic Lithium
Two years ago in a leading article' lithium was given cautious
approval as a prophylactic agent in cases of recurrent affective
disorders. P. C. Baastrup and M. Schou2 had described 88
such patients who had had at least two relapses in the pre-
ceding two years and who had been treated with lithium
carbonate for periods of one to five years. The relapse rate
was significantly lower than in a similar period before treat-
ment began. But B. Blackwell and M. Shepherd3 pointed
out that with such patients, seen at a time of frequently
recurring illness, the relapse rate might fall purely by chance.
Since then two investigations have been carried out to study
this possibility4 5; in all 99 patients were selected as having
had at least two relapses during a two-year period. They
were found to have an equally high relapse rate during the
succeeding two years.

In contrast, and in a model of international collaborative
study, J. Angst and his colleagues6 have repeated and en-
larged on the study of Baastrup and Schou. They studied
244 patients and confirmed that treatment with lithium
reduced the number of episodes and admissions to less than
half that in a similar earlier period. They also confirmed
previous observations7 8 that there is a tendency for the
episodes of illness to get more frequent but that when lithium
was introduced this trend was reversed.

In spite of the rigid criteria for the definition of relapses
and the similarity of results in three different centres the
claims in favour of lithium could still be criticized for the
possibility of bias since the investigations were not double
blind. Two such trials have now been reported. In order to
overcome the possibility that early side effects might make the
"double-blindness" of the trial illusory, Schou9 selected
pairs of patients who had been on lithium for a year or more
and then gave half of them placebo on a random basis. He
then followed them to their first relapse and terminated the
trial as soon as statistical significance had been achieved by
the use of sequential analysis. Elaborate arrangements in-
cluding false serum lithium levels were used to ensure
"blindness." Two such trials, one on bipolar manic depressives
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and the other on recurrent depressive patients, were carried
out and in each a significance level of 1% was reached after
nine relapses (in about five months)-all of which occurred
in patients receiving placebo. In a trial of similar design P. I.
Melia10 also showed a marked improvement with lithium, the
length of remission being twice as long compared with
patients on placebo, though with only 18 patients this
tendency did not reach the usually accepted level of
significance.
These results strongly support a prophylactic effect of

lithium in recurrent affective disorders. However, this effect
may come on only gradually after 6 to 12 months' treatment,
and any relapses should be treated with appropriate anti-
depressant or tranquillizing drugs, lithium being continued
throughout. Lithium carbonate should be started in small
doses, to avoid the initial side effects of tremor and nausea,
and gradually increased to between 600 and 1,600 mg. a day.
Blood should.be taken before the morning dose for weekly
estimations of serum lithium levels, which should be between
0-8 and 1-2 mEq/l. When the dosage is stabilized checks of
serum levels can be reduced to once monthly or less. Vomiting,
ataxia, coarse tremor, fasciculation, marked drowsiness,
slurred speech, and confusion are signs of toxicity; the drug
must be stopped immediately and serum lithium levels
estimated. Severe lithium poisoning results in coma with
hyper-reflexia, muscle tremor, attacks of hyperextension of
the arms and legs, and occasionally epileptic seizures. Haemo-
dialysis is the most effective treatment, but in units where
dialysis is not possible patients should be treated by forced
diuresis, perhaps promoting lithium excretion with intra-
venous urea and aminophylline. Among side effects which
may occur but which are not dangerous are transitory nausea,
fine tremor, and polyuria and polydipsia. Long-standing
treatment with lithium may give rise to a mild goitre, which
will usually respond to small doses of thyroxine. Lithium
should never be given to patients with cardiac or renal
decompensation, or indeed to any patient with impaired
control of water and electrolytes. For the time being lithium
should be given in pregnancy only to patients with a high
risk of recurrent illness. To date 40 patients have received
lithium during pregnancy and of these two had deformed
babies."'
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f"You"
A press handout last week from British Medical Association
Family Doctor Publications announced that the B.M.A. had
joined forces with TPL Magazines Ltd., the magazine
publishing subsidiary of the Thomson Organization Ltd.,
to launch an entirely new "consumer monthly magazine"
entitled You. This fills in the details of the B.M.A. Council's
statement in June' that it had accepted the offer of a long-
established commercial publishing firm to join with the
Association in issuing a monthly journal for public consumption
devoted to health education and preventive medicine. The
Representative Body at Harrogate approved the Council's
report without discussion.2
The B.M.A. has always had in mind its obligations for

health education. For many years it published the popular
health magazine Family Doctor and, under the same banner,
has published many successful booklets on health matters.
Family Doctor Publications is to continue with the booklets,
and it is satisfactory that the work put into them has been
rewarded by a large circulation and a profit, even if small.
But experience of the financial risks of promoting health
education by way of a magazine in the competitive world of
commercial publishing made the B.M.A. rightly hesitant
about continuing with Family Doctor after Dr. Harvey Flack,
its editor, died in 1966.

In the case of the new magazine TPL Magazines Ltd. will
bear all the costs, and will pay to the B.M.A. an annual
licence fee and an agreed royalty of the net profits. The use
of the B.M.A.'s name is clearly a financial asset, and to protect
this aspect of its interest in the project the Association is to
have an equal number of nominees on the management
committee. This committee will determine the general policy
of the magazine, its editorial as well as its advertising contents,
and the methods to be used in promoting it. The editor of
Family Doctor Publications, Dr. Trevor Weston, will be the
editor of the magazine, and subsequent appointments will be
subject to the approval of the Council of the B.M.A. The
Council was satisfied that these arrangements met the
Association's "absolute rights with regard to the control of
editorial, advertising, and promotional methods and material
and also to the appointment and payment of the editor."'

According to the press handout, You is to be aimed at
young, intelligent married people. It will include "adult
discussion on the problems encountered in day-to-day life."
Health education is not stated as an aim, but the magazine
is intended for "the large number of people who are
interested in the environment and the problems arising from
it." And "one of the reasons for the B.M.A.'s involvement in
this venture is that doctors are becoming increasingly more
involved with these matters." The managing director of
TPL Publications Ltd. has stated that, though a completely
new one, the publication "follows a formula that Thomson
Publications has investigated and researched for several
years." The first issue will appear next March, and its advent
will be looked forward to with interest.
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